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Stone quarries threaten Ani ruins in Kars
HDN | 7/10/2001 12:00:00 AM |

Ankara University Armenian Turk Relations Investigation Center manager assistant professor Erol Kurkcuoglu said, "UNESCO and all of
the world environmental organizations must pay attention to the Armenian's behaviour." Dynamite used in stone
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Dynamite used in stone quarries in Armenia are causing harm to the ruins of Ani and other historical locations in Kars. Georgian,
Armenian and Turkish historical treasures and many others on the Turkish-Armenian border are being harmed by the stone quarries
which opened between 2000-2001 just 100 meters away from the border.

Kurkcuoglu said the Armenian's attitude shows that they are not considering the possibility of destroying historical treasures. UNESCO
has to take this attitude into account and launch an initiative to stop the operation of these quarries, he added.

The aim of the Armenian's seems to be to put Turkey into difficult situations in the future. Following this destruction, Turkey will be
accused of misinterpreting the Armenian's actions in the international arena, as they did with the so-called genocide. They are expert at
accusing Turkey for everything they did, said Kurkcuoglu.

Would there be the same silence if Turkey had done it?

Ataturk University's science and literature faculty history department chair professor Enver Konukcu said that if Turkey had done it in
such a close area to the historical treasures, it would alarm the whole world. These treasures do not just belong to the Turkish people,
they should also be saved by other nations.
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